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آموزشگاه پرسا

1  She borrowed my dictionary in order to  .................. the meaning of the new words.

look for look after look up look out

2  People .................. enough money send their children to work.

who earn who doesn’t who not earning who don’t earn

3   .................. happens I'll be there with you.

Wherever Whatever Whichever Whenever

4  She needs to be given some useful .................. before starting every new project.

advice trips advise  tip

5  Please don’t make photocopies of copyrighted material without the permission of the
.................. .

reader publisher browser passenger

6  If I .................. a snake in my house, I .................. for help!

saw – could scream seen – would scream saw – would scream seen – could scream

7  How well the .................. will grow depends on the quality and condition of the soil.

salt magnet crop middle ear

8  Water is the most common substance on the earth as it covers 70% of its surface. It is there
in the .................. of oceans, seas, rivers.

type shape sort ostrich

9  The .................. arrangement of the different parts of something that is made, such as a
building, book, machine, etc. is called a design.

immediate minor general unknown

10  We can look at nature in the same way that we look at a .................. machine, to see how all
the parts fit together.

complicated corresponding technical available

11  Education and training are the most .................. means of imporving a nation’s
culture.                         

wonderful symbolic lingual effective

12  To improve your pronunciation in English, you may use the international phonetic ..................
usually given at the beginning of the dictionaries.

weights symbols customs mistakes
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13  If you spoke less and listened more, you  ..................  more aware of how your friends really
felt toward your opinions and actions.

will be had been would be
were

14  Kevin's teachers saw him quiet and serious, but with his friends he was  ..................  the
opposite. This strange behavior had made all of them feel surprised.

exactly  greatly  originally  physically

15  She doesn't have a positive and productive relationship with her boss. I have no doubt if
she  ..................  rich, she would quit her job immediately.

is has been were had been
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